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This Study addresses a problem faced by many developinq nations
of the world. Althouqh rich in natural -esources, their fraqile
economies prohibit the exploitation of this wealth. Locked in
remote, inaccessible reqions of their land, the investment
required to develop transportation systems simply cannot be
justified in relationship to the many priorities pressinq upon
small, national treasuries.

* This paper echoes a qrowinq call to consider usinq
* liqhter-than-air vehicles--modern day blimps--to exploit these

resources. The advantaqes of low investment, flexibility, and
operation without larpe "sunk" costs in time and money make them
ideal for nations of limited financial means and qreat
transportation infrastructure problems. The cost/benefit model
in this paper will allow an objective evaluation of a diriqible

* transportation system in reference to present, planned, or
proposed alternative networks.

* I would like to acknowledqe the assistance of several people in
* the preparation of this study. My sponsor, Cal Donald R.
* Harprove, USAF, for a fascinatinq idea and his comments on my

final draft. Lt Commander John E. Jackson, USN, provided advice
and information without which my sources would have been severely

* dated. Finally, Maj Michael D. Kozak, USAF, for actinq as a
soundinq board and providini insiqhtful and objective quidance
which often supplied the focus I needed to answer "the next
quest"ion."
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0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.A

Part of our College mission is distribution of the
students' problem solving products to DoD
sponsors and other interested agencies to
enhance insight into contemporary, defense
related issues. While the College has accepted this
product as meeting academic requirements tor
graduation, the views and opinions expressed or
implied are solely those of the author and shouldnot be construed as carrying official n. /ionj

'"insights into tomorrow"

REPORT NUMBER 85-1950

AUTHOR(6) MAJOR JOHN C. MURPHY, USAF

TITLE THE DIRIGIBLE: A CATALvST FOR RESOURCE EXPLOITATION

IN REMOTE AREAS?

I. BACKGROUND: To extract minerals from the earth, remove
timber from forests, or develop oil and qas fields requires
considerable expense and poses many challenqinq problems even for
a developed nation. The expense and problems increase
substantially when an adequate transportation system is not
already in place--the case in many developinq countries of the
world. However, creatinq the infrastructure to support resource
exploitation, i.e., buildinq roads, constructinq airports or
layinq railroad tracks, is a major financial investment for a
country. The expense, in many cases, outweiqhs the value of
exploitinq resources in remote areas.

One of these nations, Bolivia, is estimated to have substantial
untapped sources of qold, silver, lead, copper, and a host of
other minerals includinq the strateqic minerals--titanium and
uranium. In addition, there are large unsurveyed areas of
potential oil and natural gas reserves. Further, there is
considerable expansion available in the lucrative market of

* industrial wood.

* A system that allowed these countries to tap this wealth wcou~ld
* - benefit the international monetary community, as well as their

own. In act, with the rapidly rising "Third World" debt

vi i
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S~~~~CONTINUED________

pi obi.em., the greater benefit could be to the creditor nati ons.

11. OBJECTiIVE: To provide a method of determining if
airships can provide airlift for Bolivia. and other developinq
nations, to economically extract raw materials from juncjle or
mountain sites and take them to processing plants, consolidation

points, railheads, air or seaports.

III. FINDINGS: Many studies and tests have validated the
technical feasibility of using dirigibles for this purpose. So
convincing is the evidence, several companies are on the verge of
commercially producing airships ideally suited for light cargo

* duty. These vehicles are relatively inexpensive and can, in many
cases, provide significant savings in transportation costs over-

* conventional systems.

While any detailed study of a transportation system's cost
effectiveness is dependent upon the specifics of the situation,
the process is not. To provi de a tool fo Li- sef Lul anal vsi s, I

* have developed a cost/benefit model for comparing transportationi
systems. Used pr-openly. it should Provide both the framework and
mechanics to allow a "dollars and cents" evaluation of exp~loitinqZ'
a specific. resource u(sing different transportation systems.

IV. CONCLUSIUN: The airship has returned as a feasible,
cost effective-Transportation system and can offer- developino
countries an inexpensive, flexible, and capable method of
transporting minerals, timber. or crops in Areas without
traditional infrastruct^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Even^more^^mpo^t^ntly,^they

can timl ae aricuturl o inustral eveopmnt

* sinifcantdisanc 'frm pincial oad theebyunlokin th

arobeas. the airshiptca beei ol et the catlyteort itooniation at

theam OBETImE it strngthen amthir onomes.mnlq

a.irips MEnDAIN ssuyb provide arlf oiiad tote developin

onatin ais anolfo tanl yinm thirfuture tanspo tatoniato

inistructure devlopent. eea opne aeo h ereo

comrily4ouiaarhp ielysie o ih aq



Chapter One

I NTRODUCT I ON

Since 1973 there has been a rebirth of interest in
lighter-than-air (LTA) vehicles. The LTA, a spin-off from what
most know as the dirigible, has benefited from several world
events and technological triumphs. The Arab Oil Embargo
provided the greatest impetus for the renewed interest;
however, the materials and structural wonders of the space age
have allowed this interest to become more than the dreams of a
few enthusiasts.

* Although development has been slow, there are several LTA
vehicles operational in different parts of the world. Examples
of their practical applications include harvesting timber in

• . the northwest United States (37t--.); providing sea surveillance
off the Florida coast (4:701); preparing to carry passengers
around the Greek Isles (24:93); and, of course, advertising for
the Goodyear Corporation around the world (4c7O). These
examples represent merely a small segment of the potential for
their application to present transportation system shortfalls.

As technology continues to develop lighter, stronger
materials, airships will offer opportunities bounded only by
imagination and willing capital investors. In fact, the
greatest obstacle to their development has been the lack o+
r'isk capital. While there is widespread acknowledgement of the

* feasibility of using LTAs in many roles, there is considerable
doubt concerning their cost effectiveness. Further, the
.natural inclination toward caution in business is heightened by

* the nature of the vehicle. Since LTAs represent a seemingly
giant step backwards in transportation systems, few

• (corporations are willing to invest the amount of money required
to validate markets which cle.arly exist. This paper will

i putrsute one area of: application that has potential for extensive
• . development and financial reward.

' -. iBACKGROUN D

' - iTo extract minerals from the earth, remove timber from

| f{oru.,sts or devel op oil and gas fields requires considerable
• expense and poses many challenging problems even for a



developed nation. The expense and problems increase
substantially when the transportation infrastructure is not
already in place--the case in many developing countries of the
world. However, creating the infrastructure to support
resource exploitation, i.e., building roads, constructing
airports, or laying railroad tracks, is a major financial
investment for a country or corporation. The expense, in many
cases, outweighs the value of exploiting these resources in
remote areas. This lack of a transportation system can cause
other significant problems in both economic and social areas.

Commercial agriculture and industrial activity cannot be
developed without a sufficient transportation infrastructure.
This prevents regional expansion of production and denies the
host nation use of a valuable asset--its land. This removes
many major sources of industry and inhibits the colonization of
large areas (9:500). The ability to transport goods and
materials is an absolute requirement for economic operations.
Many of these remote areas are rich in natural resources, which
are in high demand on the world market, yet the inaccessibility
of these regions prevents their exploitation.

THE PROBLEM

Bolivia is a country of about 5.3 million people and
424,052 square miles (2:21). In this vast area, there are
roughly 40,000 kilometers of roads of which less than fifty
percent are paved (17:57). To exacerbate the problem, only
aboutt 1500 kilometers of the paved roads are major
transportation arteries outside cities (37.---). The majority
of all paved roads, like the population, are found in the
western half of the country (17:56). The rail system is in
similar condition. A survey in the mid-1970s revealed the
country had only 3,579 kilometers of railroad trackage (1:31).
In short, it is a country with a poorly developed
transportation infrastructure. It is partly this lack of
developed road/rail networks, and the expense of their.
construction, which keeps Bolivia from more fully developingq.

* and exploiting its resources.

It is estimated they have substantial untapped sources 04
gold, silver, lead, copper, and a host of other minerals
irA ]uding the strategic minerals titanium and uranium. In
addition, there are large unsurveyed areas of potential oil and

* natural gas reserves. Further, there is considerable expansion
available in thne lucrative market of industrial wood (17:56).
A]l1 the i of or mat.i on poi nts at an unex.pl oited wealth of si zeable -"

i::ro(.)rt ions* in many mar l.et areas. Yet, thes~e resources ...
c::uritir;L e to go untouched or poorl1y developed , i n part , lI::ec::ause.i.-

the costs of building traditional transportation systems are

.'. .% 1 .' ?-r ..- I-. -I .-.... -- -...- ->. % ....." ...,.. -.'>. -< .-. --. • -..- --L " .'- .I



too high. For example, roads cost between 4:250,0O0 and
4:1,000,)OC) per kilometer depending upon gradient, location, and
intended use (29:2). Even when built, they are impassable much
of the year and are hard to maintain. Some sources quote
m )ritl ly upkeep as :V.80(.) to $1300 per kilometer (8:36). An
additional expense is i-uCUrred in supporting the vehicle. s that
use them. They deteriorate rapidly, and therefore, need a
great deal of maintenance (7:494).

It would appear Bolivia has several alternatives in
dealing with these riches. The first is to not develop the
resources. Obviously, the option to do nothing requires no
study. The second option is development of an infrastructure
for surface or conventional aircraft transport. This
conventional transportation system development poses no
significant problems aside from cost. The third, and most
radical choice, would be to ship the material by airship
(7:492). This proposal, unlike the first two, raises
si gnifiat quest i ons in two areas--technical feasibility aiid

economy of operation. In the remaining chapters I will address
these two basic questions.

0BJEEC T I VE

The original objective of this paper was to determine if
airships can provide cheap and flexible airlift for Bolivia to
economically extract raw materials from jungle or mountain
sites and take them to processing plants, consolidation points,
railiheads, air', or seaports. Unfortunately, during my research^ ^^^^*I faced several very severe limitations in gathering the .
information essential for a detailed analysis of such a '-

spec-ific objecztive. As a result of those limitations,
discussed in the ne;'t section, I modified my objective.

Since the spec-ific information necessary was not '

* ava:i labie, I decided to concentrate on the process, not the
r esult. I found there were methods available to determine
answers to parts of a cost/benefit problem, but no streamlined
way for" a layman to derive the cost/benefit relationships
bt;Cween transportatiorn systems for the ex.ploitation of a given

*resource. Since the initial work on an exploitation project is-.
completed before the professional transportation analysts are-
tasked, it would appear a model for the non--professional
analyst would be of value. With this intent, I modified my

The new objective is to provide a method o'f "

,.determin irg if airships can provide airlift for Bolivia, and ""
other developing nations, to economically extract raw materials
from jungle or mountain :sites and take them to processing

. *<



plants, consolidation points, railheads, air or seaports.

A second objective is to provide future researchers an
update on the body of knowledge concerning current airship
capabilities.

LIMITATIONS...... ...T ..... _

All the limitations revolve around the lack of
information. As noted above, these limitations resulted in a
modification of the initial objective. Not knowing where, in
what quantities, and in what quality these minerals exist,
prevents a definitive comparison of costs between current
transportation means and LTAs. The comparison is further
hampered by incomplete knowledge of the efficiency of Bolivian
operations. The final limitation, with respect to Bolivia, is
a lack of knowledge about the existing road, rail or air
networks, their capacities, and the extent of development in
the areas concerned.

The above difficulties in obtaining accurate information
are compounded by the lack of a large volume of historic,
operating expense data. This will remain a limitation for any
cost/benefit analysis of LTAs until more work has been
completed by the airship industry.

ASSUMPTIONS

Throughout this paper I will assume transportation
infrastructure development will remain a long term goal of the
Bolivian, or any developing nation's, government. Further, the
problem of exploiting the natural wealth of the country is a
pressing one and would provide significant impetus in
stimulating the economy. Finally, the airships considered must
be available for purchase now or within the next three years.

This study is organized into five r'emaining chapters.
Uhapter two covers availability and applicability of airships;.

* .CI ,:.i.r three discusses the specific cost d:ata of the most
suitable airship for the EBol ivian operation. Chapter .f.Uni..

* provides a cost/benefit model for use i~n evaluating the
relative costs and benefits of using an aircraft, airship,
train, or truck for- excpli ti ng a specifi:Lc resource in a gi vei,

* -location. Chapter five addresses unique Bolivian
consideration~s and possible applications. Finally, Chapter bi>:

* - provides a summar y and som~e considerations which cannot bie

4
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identi fied quantitatively for use in any decision model but
that can have a dramatic effect on a project's success or -

.failure none the less.

DEF I N I I I (C)N.

The family of LIA vehicles inc. 1 udes many di st i rct 1 y
different types of members. Throughout the paper, my sources
may refer to any one or combination of these member vehicles.
I have included these definitions to provide a quick: reference
to the jargon of the LTA world.

Balloon. A light bag filled with hot air or light
gas. A basket may be attached to hold passengers. Wind 0
provides the only propulsion (20:370).

Airship. Differs from a free balloon by being
steerable under power at the control of its pilot (20:370).

Nlo)rigid airship. The shape of the elongated gas -
bag is maintained by pressure alone. From the bag, a car for
th(_? accommodation of crew and power plants is suspended by
r npes or cables (22: 7C . .-.7C)'.

Se.mir.rigid airshipl. The elongated gas envelope is
buitt around or attached to a structural keel. The keel runs-
fore and :ft and provides housing for the crew and power plant.
If the gas escapes, only the envelope collapses (22:370).

Rigid air-sh.ip. An external, structural skeleton is
covered by some lightweight material. The overall shape is
maintained, even when not inflated with gas. Normally, the
lifting gas is contained by internal gas cells. Power plants,
passegrar and crew AL-ommodation, cargo storage, and control ....

-)urfa:es are built into the main structure of the airship ..̂ ^^^

Bl1imp. A c~orlrl:Jd airship (26: 13). S

Dir igibie. A r icpd ,:ir'ship (26'.: 13). ..

Hybrid. A he ,vi er than air vehiLile which Lomb nes.'-.
s.tar~ it (gas) anrid cly ,mi L (pro~pel 1er s, jet e, g ines ) li ft Ic=
proivide sufficient buoyanc.y for flight (2.3-417). ..

-. ." -. ., ..-. --. .. , ...., ., ' -. . • .. . .. -. " " ' .. -. ' ... .- .. .. i , > ., > -> "- ..: ', ., " .- , ,' -', : -': > i > -" , -. ,
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Ch--apter Two

TECHNICAL FEASIB4ILITY

RECENT STUDIES & TESTS

A n'umber of studies have addr-essed the technical
fe~Ai.-ibil1ity Of using Airships to augment tran'sportation systems
in developing countries (7:--;9: .. .. ; 19. --- ;6e: -).In addition to

* "paper" studies, a test using a German dirigible was conductLed
in Africa during 1976 (8:31-33). Those studies which concern

* short distance, light cargo transportation are summarized in
this section. They should provide an appreciation for the
extent to which airships are accepted as viable transportation

* systems.

StuLd ies

Z ai re. This 1973 study of a shuttle service
* ~for copper between :dtgaand an Atl~antic port was sponsored

biy The World B~n.It compared railroad and river barge
coperz-At ions, wi th the use of a conventional airship as an
al- I r n at . y e.

IBurUndi . Another World Bank sponsored iistudy
a d(:Id r es tsed movement Of nickel from a !:trip mininrg Operation to a

*seapor t. The alternatives evaluated included road and railroad
development, as well. as, construction of an airfield in the
vici:nity of the mine.

In both these cases, it was Concluded, ".. .airships of
* known and tested technology could, in some cases, per-form

rOL~ttine transport missions ..... (7:485). Neither of these
studies ser-iously questioned the feasibility of using airships.

* They ac:cepted both, as givens, the applicability and
- possibility of their use and concentrated on determining the



transportation option" (9:499). Although no trade names were
identified, the author studied a number of traditional,
non-rigid designs (9:502). He found, "The most promising
result of this study was the unique advantage displayed by the
airship...to provide transport facilities in those regions
presently lacking in transport infrastructure .... " (9:499).

Pery._ A study in 1982 addressed using the airship
for transportation in the Amazon basin of Peru. The government
has plans to exploit the basin's natural resources, including
timber, and extensively develop the area's agricultural
potential. A major obstacle has been found in the lack oJ: a
sufficient transportation system (19:1).

The region reaches from the mountain side LAndes] ti-
Peru, to the Amazon valley.... The altitude varies
from 1500 meters in the mountains to 700 meters in
the east into uncharted country, forests, and
eventually into tropical jungles through which run
the head waters of the Amazon. The valleys are
sparsely populated, and the area is, for the most
part, undeveloped. These areas could potentially
support a much larger population if better
transportation and communications are supplied and if
agriculture production is improved (7:494).

The general conclusion was, "...dirigibles can be operated
in the Selva Central" (19:10). After extensive study of the
effects of weather-, topography, and workload characteristics of
these type operations, it was determined, "...neither weather ^^nor ter-rain would prevent use of dirigibles as transports'
( 19:1I0) .

This study has been the most directly applicable to
Bolivia because of the geography and demographics of the
P'eruvian study area. A zone with similar characteristics is
potentially one of the wealthiest regions of Bolivia (1:5-7).
Since the areas are so similar in the critical aspects of
topography, lack of transportation infrastructure, and
industrial development, it seems reasonable to assume the
results could be applied to Bolivia as well.

The eight-week experimental test in Ghana and Upper Volta
used a German dirigible with flights simulating a transport
operation. Landings were made on both regular ai rfi elds .and
unpr epar- ed si t.es . The partti Cu .ar as~ects o-f operat ions .

Temperature :of the envelope.; biological and""
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atmospheric influence on the envelope; gas
temperatures at different locations on a continued
basis; control of power installation; interchange of
cargo and efficiency of ground handling; landing on
unprepared fields; r-equired infrastructur-e for
operation; navigation and meteorology requirements
(8: 32)

All technical aspects studied, including unprepared
landing site operation, climatic effect on the envelope, and
tropical rain-front penetration, were passed suc.Lessfully.

The studies above, as well as many others, have
established 'the general feasibility of dirigible use. I will
now evaluate the current market by discussing the dirigibles
available, then their applicability to this study.

A ................! ! ..... ,. ......

The RIte.q...ir.e.m.e.n.t

I have chosen the requirements of a NASA contracted study,
"Study of Civil Markets -for Heavy Lift Airships," as the base
line -for my evaluation of individual airships (25:--.). These
requirements most closely parallel the requirements for an
airship alternative to conventional transportation systems and
are listed in Table 3. Two factors of significant importance
to this study are cost and the ability to operate in remote
locations for extended periods.

The first important factor is necessitated by the economy
and investment environment in Bolivia. With an inflation rate
in 198"' of 32.8% and a $3.4 billion foreign debt in July 1964,
SIr. i s not a country wi th large amounts of money to invest

* (11:58) . Further , although foreign involvement in thle mininfg
-. i.ndustry is beinog eritroLuraged , the lack of a stable piiti :al

" b.ase, poor exploration incentives, and a limited road
infrastructure remain major disincentives to investment
12I': 1"76)

.. The second of these two factors, ruggedness, derives from
-.-- the nature of the operating locations and distances to even
,@ moderate population and industrially capable centers.

.. Having made "these very general comments, I will discuss
"" the availability of airships and .follow it by an evaluation of

their capabilities within thne framework of the NASA study cited
* .- above.

, ~~Ava ilabili ty..on .tht.e..Ma.rket.. As stated i n chapter

i" 9,
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one, several airships are available in various stages a+
development. There are 16 airships listed in Jan-e's All
The World's Aircraft 19B3-84 (4:696-701). After

carefully studying each, as well as several others not lisled,
I have eliminated all but three from serious consideratiun.
Fourteen clearly, by design or manufacturer's statement, do iot.
meet the requirements listed in Table 3. An additional twk.) are
not considered because I was unable to obtain sufficient
information to make a judgment on their suitability. One will
not be made available commercially. Finally, another is a
foreign design nearly identical to a US manufactured airship I
will discuss. Further, it is not as far along in development
as the US counterpart.

For ease of reference, I have listed the reasons for
rejection alphabetically with the applicable airships to the
right. Rather than list individual models, I have placed the
number of airships in each series in brackets immediately aftet
the name.

10
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Re ason for Rej.ection Airship

Avai 1 able or1ly as pr'oof --of- Goodyear- Quadrotur.

(t v~pt dt-mtbnnsO r cAt (.r .(6: 8)

Essenti ally same as US built Japanese JPFA
Heli-Stat but still in (18:137)
"modeling" stage of development.

Inadeqt ate lifting and/or Boland Series (2]
speed capability. (4: 700)

Cameron Series (4)
(4: 698)
Colt Series [2)
(4t 699)
Goodyear "Blimp"

(4: 700)

Information not available. Soviet URAL -3

(4:697)
*German WDL - 1
(8:31)

Manufacturer's statement of Skyship Series [2)
unsuitability. (34s---)

Tethered only operation. ILC Dover Series [3)
(4:700)

*The lack of information on this airship is
particularly unfortunate because it was used for the
test in Ghana and Upper Volta, Africa discussed
previously. The final report indicated there were no
problems with operations; however, costing data was
computed inaccurately and the project appeared
uneconomical. Further economic analysis has produced
reports reaching opposite conclusions and the
agencies involved are now considering another test
with a hybrid airship (8:.33).

TABLE 1. - Airships Rejected p

The three remaining airships will be discussed next. All
arc? hybrid LTAs designed specifically for- cargo duties. One is
a one--of--a-.:kind project while the other two are intended for
full pr-oduction in different sizes depending upon lifting

. .. . . .. ". '
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apacity.

The vehicles considered will be the first productior
models. In ti;o cases, larger capacity vehicles are planned for-
development and marketing in the out-.years; however, this will

be well outside the three year availability requirement I
established in chapter one. I will describe each in detail .Aiid
then chart their prices and specifications -for comparison.

Cyclo-Crane. This joint US/Canadian venture by
The Aerolift Corporation of Oregon is operating under a
contract with the United States Forest Service. The first
"free" flight was on 24 Oct 84. The aim is to produce a series
of airships in different sizes to satisfy several heavy-lift
markets. (Drawing at Appendix 3.)

The Cyclo-Crane is a hybrid aircraft utilizing
aerostatic lift from a helium filled centerbody to
support all structural weight Pl.lu 50% of the sling-
load specification. The balance of the slingload
support and thrust for control and translation is
supplied by a system of airfoils that rotate in hover
and become aligned with the direction of flight when
the Cyclo--Crane reaches its maximum designed forward
speed ....

The criteria for selection of components or systems
(e.g. [,] fore and aft bearings, hydraulic systems,
etc.) is safety, low maintenance cost and low
acquisition cost rather than the normal aircraft
design concern for low weight .... The design effort
uses a very high safet7 factor that accepts weight
penalties in return for a strong structure that can
be fabricated from low cost components using simpleconstruction techniques. Maintenance costs are r
likewise low (compared to aircraft experience) due to -
use of parts and systems far more massive and durable "-
than normally used in airframe manufacture. ...The ",
vehicle can be safely moored in winds up to 80 MP'H by.-
mast...and may be designed to float hundreds of feet
high on a single line tether (30:1).

HJei.-Statz. Although designed as a tine-. of-a ..
kind pr-oject, F'iasecki Aircraft Corporation has provided
performance, cost, and availability informatic~n for this h~yb:rid
airship. Sponsored by the United States Forest Servi:e, tIh ,y "
are now in the dynamic testing phase. (Drawing at Appendi:,' 4. i1

The Hel i--Stat employs the buoyant stat. ic li ft of a ...
heI i um.ill ed 1 Q, 0() cub ic fonot a ir ski F e-nwv. 1lope "



to offset the empty weight of four helicopters and
the structure interconnecting the helicopters with
the envelope and alighting gear. The Heli-Stat's
empty weight is thus brought to near zero, allowing
the total thrust of the helicopter rotors to be
applied to lifting the useful load. F reci si on
hovering is obtained through the four helicopter
rotors and their interconnected controls to one
pilot ... (30 -.....)

4VanDuse. LTA "0-.. The Canadian based Magnusi
Aeropspace Corporation e.pects to produce a manned prototype
during 1986. The goal, like Aerolift, is to work the
heavy-lift market at several levels. (Drawing at Appendix 5.)

The LTA 20-1 is a hybrid heavy-lift airship combining
three types of forces: the buoyancy lift of helium,
the dynamic lift of engine thrust and the aerodynamic
lift of the Magnus effect. The craft's structural
weight, including engines, gondola and sphere, is
-fully supported by the lifting gas.

During vertical takeoff, engine thrust is used to
counteract the payload weight. In forward flight,
the spherical envelope rotates about its horizontal

axis. Since the top of the sphere rotates away from
the direction of travel, there is a velocity
differential between the top and bottom causing a
pressure dif.ferent ial which results in aerodynamic:
lift. This Magnus effect directly compensates for
the engines that have been vectored for full forward
thrust. Stability is enhanced due to controlled
boundary air layer shedding near the back of the
gondol a.

Attached to the ax.le inside the main sphere is a
* . ballonet which is used to alter the craft 's buoyancy,

providing in-.flight trim c:ontrol and air ballasting.

The cr:ew ca:)in, gondol a arms and axl1e form a
triangle, the str'ongest geometric .shape known.
Eng inres mounted on the outboard si des of the gondola
arms, opposite the ax'.le, may be vectored to provide
ei ther vertical takeof.f or" hor izontal cruise thrust.

The Magnus LTA 20..1: does not require a mooring mast
- - ~or' hangars...[rand] can be easily stored and .

ma:i. ntained iLn starnd'ard structures (33: -... ).

Cl ea.rly, these airish ips represent sign if i cant 1y di fferent:
appr oaches to solIvi ng the requ~irements of the heavy., lift

* . .13
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mar ket. Included in Appendices 3, 4, and 5 are drawinigs 04 tht.
Cyclo-Crane, Heli--Stat, and LTA 2ci-1 respectively. They sh'JU1d

provide a better appreciation of the diversity between, and~
complexity of, these airships. They are no more traditional
"blimps" in appearance than in performance. Each is a highly
s pecialized vehicle specifically designed to perform in the
logging and light cargo transportation markets. 'The iiewt pi.y e

-conitai ns a tabl1e of pr i ces and spec if icat i ns to all 1Ow a i. I ta

comp.arison of their relative capabilities..
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Cyclo Heli LTA

Crane Stat 20-1(9)
(31 :--) (32:-- (3:-

Unit
Cost in Millions

$ 4.0 8.0 10.0

Di-mens.ion~s.

Length Ft 200 343 92(10,11)
Width Ft 212(1) 166 119(1('),11)
Height Ft 212(1) 113 107(10,11)

Weichts

Gross Ton 32.0 53.5 26.89

Empty Ton 16.0 27.4 9.29

Useful Load Ton 16.0(2) 26.1 16.1 (12)

Perf ormance p

Cruise Speed Kt >100 60 >100(10)

Climb Vertical Fpm (14) 100 (14)

Climb Forward Fpm >1500 950 (14)
Range at Cruise Km (14) 275(5,6,7)

Ferry Range Km 5000(3) 3165(7) 520(13) p

Hover Ceiling Ft (14) 3000 (14)
Operating Ceiling Ft (4) 8000(8) 3000

Notes
(1) Major diameter 10Oft + (2) 56ft wings.
(2) Eight hours + reserve fuel.
(3) Full slingload of fuel.

(4) Variable. Dependent upon envelope size.
(5) Includes 10% fuel reserve.

(6) Range can be extended by trading payload
for fuel.

(7) Converted from statute miles.
(8) With 21.4% ballonet.

(9) Logging version.
(10) Approximated.
(11) Converted from metric.
(12) With 3000Lbs fuel.

(13) 50) KPH, 20 minute reserve.
(14) Not provided by manufacturer. Other criteria

drove selection; therefore, information is

not necessary for decision making.

TABLE 2. - Comparative Specifications

15
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APP'LICAB4ILITY

The requir'ements and limits of the NASA study referenLed
at the beginning of this chapter are detailed below. They will
be used to assess the applicability of the three airships
charted above. Several of the requirements are easily
quantifiable (denoted by asterisk) and can be traced directly
to the specification chart. The rest apply, in some cases ta
design specifications, and in others to operating procedures.
Those design-dependent specifications have been evaluated in
respect to the basic design of the vehicles considered. Ir'
every case, they have been met through meeting the fundamental
requirements of the particular vehicle. For example, since all
three are being developed specifically for duties requiring
precise hover capability, the hovering precision requir'ement
has been met. The remainder are operating-procedure dependent
and would have to be evaluated in the actual working
environment, not this study.

Specifically, all the NASA study requirements are
cataloged under logging and ship unloading operations. Si nc.e
there are more variables involved in moving cargo from a ship
to shore, i.e., the vessel movement and superstructure
obstacles, I have assumed the movement of bulk material to and
from land locations would be no more difficult.

See the next page for the table of requirements.

1.6
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*Cost: As low as possible, relatively unaffected by
operating conditions.

*Altitude: Up to 5-7000, occasionally to 12,000
[feet).
Temperature: Below freezing to +120F. "" 'et
Elevation changes/cycle: 500 feet -to 3-4000 -feet.

Wind: Horizontal and vertical gusts to 30 mph,
occasional horizontal gusts and winds
to 70-100 mph.

Precision: Horizontal 1 to 5 feet, Vertical
I to 5 feet.
Descent rate 5 feet per second.
Ground riggers to control lateral
movement of load.

Logistics: Prompt attention to schedule.
Load: Aggregate as much as possible....
Environment: Improve on helicopter and surface

transport capability with respect to
- bad weather, bad visibility,

day or night
- icing, rain, snow
- rough water and rough

terrain.
Safety: Static charges, load gyrations, multiple

engines, load release, cable snap back,
pilot fatigue, ground crew clearance,
rotor clearance, load swinging
clearance... (25: 1-3).

Payload: 7 - 75 tons (25:1-4).

TABLE 3. - Required Vehicle Characteristics

As can be seen by comparing the specifications and
characteristics charts, the Cyclo-Crane and Heli-Stat meet or
e<ceed the performance criteria. Again, I point out the
Hell-Stat is included only for comparison of a more
conventional design with the radically new engineering concepts
represented by the Cyclo-Crane and LTA 20-1 airships. Since
the manufacturer has stated it is a one-of-a-kind vehicle, not
intended for production, I will delete it from further
consideration (36:--).

The LTA 20-1 fails to meet the operating ceiling
requirement. The Van Dusen Company intends to address this

* deficiency when it markets an airship with a pressurized cabin

I" .
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to ialow high altitude flight. However, it will be in the W)u
ton payload class, will cost considerably more, and is not.
expected until after 1986 (30u-0-. This will place it ou.sidt.
the three year window I established to ensure availability ill--

Ithe event a government or company desires to act on, my findiing -.
in the near future. An additional consideration when compa.r illy
the Cyclo-Crane and LTA 20-1i is cost..The LTA 20-1l will cost.
-two and half times more yet with no commensurate increase in
payload or operating advantage. For these reasons, I consider
the Cyclo-Crane best suited for the task and will use it in the
next chapter to discuss the comparative economics of an airship
operation.

0z
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Chapter Three

C : ii 1'AR0 I I E ECO;CL JNOM 1 C

hi.ts chapte or deal s with three types f c.:os-is f :
c o:.umpari ..on. hulh c:osts associated with the CycIo--Crane, costs
of alternative systems, and costs o+ supporting those

alternative vehicles. First, I will use Aerolift Corporation's
esti mates for costs associated with the Cyclo-Crane. These
figures will cover fixed annual and hourly operating costs, as
well as acquisition costs. Second, I will compare estimates
for cost per ton-.kilometer figures with the most probable
alternative vehicles to a dirigible operation in this region
(7: 4I'4). Finally, I will provide information concerning the
type and expense of the infrastructure necessary to support
train, truck, and aircraf t transportation systems in this part
of the world.

Throughout this chapter I will be referring to cost data
frotm sever'al o(.3urceS. These figures are all expressed in
(I lI ars, but with di.fferent base years. I have p.Ar'poseIy n't
coInverted the costs to a constant year value for two reasons.

First., they are costs derived during studies in countrie.Cs
wi Ui' signifi . antly diFfferent economies. Therefore, any
translation into later dollars would depend upon the inflat:on
fac(--tors of those individual countries. Applying the US
cc)nsumer price indices would serve no useful purpose and,
moreover', would invalidate the comparisons. US inflation
cannot realistically be applied to Peruvian or African costs.
Thlis is tantamount to the c:lassic 'apples and oranges"
c ortpar i son.

The second reasoin iLs based on the results of comparison
wtthout any conversion. Even witho.ut allowance for inflation,

*Table 7 will show the airship is more cost effective in most
.asus-. Further , this favorable comparison occurs with all

4 'costs o.f the Cycl1o-Crvane .fatored in, but wi thout
n astr uctur'e support consi dered .for any o::ther' method. It.

'>e: , .. .t~ear o:nce the i. rfr astr'uctur e is inc:l1uded .for the o.:ther

V r .~ispor I:at :1 n systems , th eut ilbe ever more
avor able. Againii, my .intent is to ar gue. the dat a suppor ts a

,". ri '-)0 evaluLat i on of the possible cost advantag.es of an
a rsh .p oper ati on . Th is wou 1dc r equ i re a det ail1ed anal ys. is
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usingly cu.trrent costing information for the situation studied.

Having addressed the reasons for the lack of any const.ant
dollar comparisons, the next section will present a detailed

explanation of the results.

CYCLO-CRANE

Investment Costs

The following costs are the manufacturer's estimates, in
1981 dollars, for one vehicle. They will be broken into
categories of investment and operating costs. Within the
investment category, I will identify those expenses associated
with system acquisition separately from the fixed annual custs.
This will allow a differentiation between the expense of
acquiring the vehicle---the "sunk" costs-- .and the major' eXpense
items to operate it for a year. Since none of these expense
elements depend upon the amount the vehicle is used, they are
considered investment, not operating costs. Note, the fixe-:d
annual costs could vary greatly depending upon the depreciaw.it.rl
schedule used, insurance premiums applicable, and cost of
f inanci ng.

I
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':]uppcfrt EqLUi pment

1 7 j 't IqA kiTpm) .: t 4,O( (T, 00
Support Equipment 103) ),0(
Spares Far '':::

Total 4, 175,000

F ix ed Annual Costs

Deptre i a Li. on .1 15: 10 year life
25% residual

val ue
Interest 414,40o 15%
Insurance 2.)0,000 8% . flight

equi pment
Helium Replacement 2,000
Envelope Refur-bishment ......... 000

Total 1 , 054,525

TABLE 4. - Investment Costs (10: 174)

Oper-ating Costs

- Hourly Operaiting C:osts. Operating expenses, Unlike
those above, ar e dep(endent on the number of hours flown. Wh 1e

the actual expense inc-urred increases as the use increases, the
cost per- flying hour decreases. This effect is caused by the
.larger number of hours across which to amortize the investment
expenses discussed previously. This reduction in cost per
-flying hour means lower "cost-to-income ratio" and an improved
economy of operation. The second half of Table 5 will
illustrate the impact higher use -factors have on hourly
operating costs.

These costs have been purposely figured without labor.
Wit.hout accurate wage information for a skilled Bolivian crew,
the cost model becomes inaccurate. If available, the labor
charges for a crew (pilot, copilot, and mechanic) would have
been factored into the formula -for flying hour costs.

-*-
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Fuel 150.00
Miscel laneous 76.00

Cost. A . per..- F.yi. gH. u .D(10:175)

Fixed Annual / Hours Use + Fixed Hourly + Labor

1,054,525/1200 = 878.75 + 226.00 + 0 1104.75
1 /1500 = 703.00 + 1 + = 929.00
1 /2000 = 527.24 + 1 + 1 753.24

V /3000 = 351.12+ + = 577.12

TABLE 5. - Cost per Hour

Cos .t .per T..on-K i 1..om et.e~r

Cost per ton-kilometer is a value used to enable
meaningful, expense comparison between transportation modes.
The figure is calculated by the formula:

Hourly operating cost I speed * cost per kiloseter / tons carried

L.ike the hourly operating cost, the cost per ton--kilometer (an
vary. It is dependent upon the hourly operating cost, spe:d,
and payload capacity of the vehicle. In this case, I have used
a constant 100 kilometers/hour (Kts) cruise speed and the
designed payload of 16 tons. With these figures I have
computed a cost per ton-kilometer value for 1200, 1500, 2000,
and 30)00 hours use per year.

Hrs Cost ($ /hr Cruise Cost($)/km Cargo Cost (:t) /ton- km

0 1200 1104.75 l'0Kts 11. 04. 16 tons .69
150) 929.00 i 9.29 * . 58
2000 '757. 24 7.53 47

577. 12 V 5. 77 V .26

TABLE. 6. - Cost per Ton-Kilameter

0 222
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I

COMF'AR I SON

Thi. s secti on wi 1 . c:ompare the cost per- ton--<ilometer of
Aerol.ift's 16-ton Cycin .Crane with costs to operatc.., a -',
conventional , twin-pr-opeller driven aircraft, 1.2--t(.n
helic copter, five.ton truck, and train. For this c (--par s i .-
will use the 30'0 hours cost per ton--kilometer value computed
for' the Cyclo-Crane. I have chosen this rate to approx i mate an
eight -hour day with roughly a three week period for
inaintenance, if required. These are the same conditions used
in the Peruvian study discussed in chapter two (19:4). Again,
this calculation was done using 1981 dollar-s. The cost per
ton.kilometer values for- the other vehicles have been taken
from studies for economic development of regions similar to
Bolivia. Their sources are associated with the figures in the
table below. It is important to note, the studies of the
aircraft, helicopter, and train were conducted in the
mid-1970s; therefore, these values are in 1974-75 dollars. The
study which provided the value for the truck was completed in
1903.

Vehicle Cost ($)/ton-km Year-
Cyc I o.--Cr ane .39 1981
Dehavilland otte.r- (1) .56 1975
12-ton Helicopter (i) 1.49 1975
Fi ve--t(3n "ruck (2.) . 26 1961
Tr a i. n (3) .02 1974

Note: Only the Cyc 1o--Crane value i nC 1. udes

infrastr c::ture support expense.

Source:

(1) 7: 494
(2) 8c:3"7
(3) 29..2

TABLE 7. - Tori--Kilometer Cost Comparison

As noted, the Cyc o.-Crane was the only system with its* ,.f iastructure support "t osted" in.- However , to accur atel y
(.;omp,-re the sys;t.ens , these suppotrt r:osts need to be f a:tored
injrL( the equat ior. LlnE ortunate].y , t he ii tfc rmat ion needed to
acir ately compute c::ost. per ton---k i1ometer wi th iuf r astr uc:tur(?
support (.::osts i s very dependent upon the spec: if i cs of the
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situation. The distances involved drive the cost of roa.ids ard
railroads. These costs, in turn, drive the ton--kilometer co..
In the case of an aircraft, the number and type of runways and
facilities are the key elements in cost analysis. The
helicopter costs also rise and fall based on facility costs.
Acknowledging specific comparisons are not possible within the
scope of this paper, I will provide costs in terms of a
reference unit for each transportation system. These reference
units will be to a kilometer, runway, or maintenance facility
depending upon the vehicle discussed. The source of these cost
figures is a feasibility study of using dirigibles for the same
purpose I propose--light cargo transport. This study uses the
1974 dollar and the figures are generally confirmed by another
1.974 study conducted in Bolivia. The Bolivian study was done
by Light Speed Corporation of Florida, but did not specify the
region evaluated (29:-..-)

Vehicle Reqt Unit Construction Time Cost (S million)
Min max

Train Rail Km 2 wks-5 mo .70 3.0
Truck
5 ton Road Km I Nk-3 mo .25 1.0

I ton u .50 2.0
30 ton ' " 6 .75 3.0

Aircraft
10 ton Runway 800 a 1-3 so .50 3.0
12 ton VTOL RX base I N .60 .90

TABLE G. -- Infrastructure Development Expense (29: 1)

As can be seen, the costs of deve]oping these systems a.re
high in this region of the world. Compounding initial
construction costs, the roads deteriorate rapidly and requil-e a
significant amount of maintenance. Further, many of the roas
rna., h . impassable during much of the year (7. 494).

It is apparent the Cyclo-Crane would be able to compete
fK: vor-ably with traditional systems in situations where roads,
railways, and airfields are nut already in place. Having :ade

24
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this~ '.~weeping generali-ty, pinning down -the speci4fic econumies
'~ nu: mo)U -11 nare d i f -f k 1 'ut . The di stances involved and ter-rain t(-_

Ut.. b-aversed airE- onily two of many el ement~s I dio not have
available -for- analysis. Without these specifics, I cannot make
a judgment on the Ef'fici.en'Iy or economy ol: a dirigible
Oper :atij on. The next chapter will address this problem.

G7,
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Chapter Fo.r" -

Tv/BENEFIT MUDEL.

In chapter three I disc:ussed t.he cost comparisons of a
16.-ton Cyclo-Crane and several alternative systems. Now would
be the time to analyze a specific situation and see if an
airship is a reasonable alternative to traditional
transportation modes. Unfortunately, without enormous
assistance from the Bolivian government, as well as industrial,
transportation, and country experts, the details necessary are
well beyond the abilities of this researcher to ascertain.
Therefore, providing a "yes" or "no" answer to the economic
wisdom of using an airship is not possible. Any attempt would
be merely an academic exercise not applicable to another-
situation with a different resource, set of distances, or
exploitation efficiency.

While any detailed study of a transportation system's cost
effectiveness is dependent upon the specifics of the situation,
the process is not. It is this ana.ysis process I will dis (ss

here. In hopes of providing a useful tool, not simply a
researci document, I have developed a cost/benefi1t model for
comparing trans:ortation systems. The method of analysis has
been derived and adapted from three models presented during the
1983 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics LTA
Systems Conference (19:-.; 8:36-37; 10:-). Used properly, it
should provide the framework and mechanics to allow an
evaluation of different circumstances. This chapter will
explain how to use the model to evaluate the relative costs of
aircraft, airship, train, or truck transportation to exploit a

Sr esour ce.

ASSUMPTIO NS

Since this study concerns the question of explo:iting
S e'suurces in remote areas, I have made a basic assumption about

any system's transportati on eff ici enc::y. I have assumed it to
*be Lhe worst case. By this I mean , the sole purpose of thne

tr aiisportati on system will1 be to move income produci ng car go
fro m the source to an off load desti nati on. Were this not the
c ac:, and the vehi :tie CJUI .ud generate income in both dir ecti ui~s

Sthe c:ost effectiveness would increase. This factor c:ould be
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worked into the model during the "profit(loss) per trip'
computations contained in the calculations section of the
benefit model. Further, all support costs of both the
operations and the people are attributed entirely to the system
being considered. Again, if these support costs were not
amortized directly against a system, the cost effectiveness of
that particular system would improve.

The cost accountability begins with the expense of
transferring the material from its source to the load/pickup
point for the aircraft, airship, etc. This acknowledges
certain savings inherent in some systems over others. For
example, it would be necessary to move the material from a mine
to an aircraft parking area for onload to a airplane, but a
truck could get much closer to the mine exit. The transfer
costs required for the aircraft, since they are transportation
system dependent, should be reflected in the price of doinig
business by aircraft.

ORGANIZATION

For ease of explanation, I have broken the model into its
parts. First, I will discuss the "cost" portion by providing
data definitions to standardize the expense categories betweer
different transportation systems. In each case, the title will
be presented, then costs falling in the area will be
identified. Where significant differences exist between
systems, they will be broken out under aircraft, airship,
train, and truck subheadings. After identifying the data
required for analysis, I will explain the computations
necessary to complete the "costing" for the model. These wil
be the hourly operating cost, the cost per kilometer, and the
cost per ton-kilometer. Next, I will explain the "benefit"
part of the model. This section will determine profit or loss
to be expected per trip and day for each system studied. It
will provide the bottom line, dollars-and-cents, comparison of
systems.

The lists below may include more or fewer items of cost
d&, - Ltnan would be required in every case. For example, some .
locations may require a control tower to safely operate an =
airfield, others may need only a runway. Please note, the I
lists are provided as guides, the myriad factors possible :r,
every situation prohibits an absolute "checklist" approa~ch Lc

.-0
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Gr Cup A -. pital I nve .stmen.t

Total capi'tal :Lnvestment will be the sum of the .mu..unUt

under vehic'-le, suppo:rt, and spares categories. These are
c:onsidered "sunk" c osts and, therefore, are not easily
recoverable.

A-I Vehicle.

A.-I. I Aircr aft (ither fi xe:d or ruoary wirg..
Cost of the vehi cle, navigation/communication aids, and any
other equipment associated with the structure or performance.

.-... 2._.Airhip. Same as above.

.-. :.T.rain.., Cost of the locomotive, rolling
stock, and communication equipment.

_.-. Tru.. k. . Cost of vehicle.

A-2_. SUpQort. Cost of training operators and support
personnel. Cost of any maintenance, repair, or support
facilities required by personnel to live and work. Included
should be all construction costs of the support base. Also
include construction of loading and unloading facilities at
both origin and destination unless they are already in place.

A-2. 1 Airc raft. Cost of runway and ramp area,
field facilities, navigation aids, material netting/containers,
caro tie-downs, and handling equipment. Additionally, fuel
servicing fa: ilities and equipment, as required.

2.Ai.;si., With the substitution of a
mooring station (if required) for runway and ramp area, same as
above plus helium and ballast storage and transfer facilities.

.- 2.Z.Train. Costs of trackage, bridges,
control stations (if required), cargo containers, tie-downs,

*0 and handling equinpment.

A-2. .4 ruc k. Costs of roads and bridges.

(V3 PRes., Parts inventory -for scheduled
mai ntenane }l ^s-"arid repa:L r^a r't s capab ven^r^i i ti es to hedul edmintai n operati on of*the system. I nc:l1udes miscellaneous items ( i. e. oil /f uel
fi ltars) , as well as major parts i.e. , generators, tires,
bh.tleries, bearings, etc.

Ur oup B .- Fixed Annual Costs

Alil costs shoul d be ex pr essed i r their yearl1y share (.:{

I-.. 29
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m(IA ti year expenses.

--..Deprziation._ Decrease in value of Total Group A
(Capital Investment) (5:357). Residual value is the

anticipated value of the items at the end of their expected
service life.

Total Group A - residual value I service lie depreciation per year

.B.-e....est. Amount requi red to service loans
necessary to finance any Group A items.

B-3 nSuran.e. Cost of insurance for loss, damage,
or injury.

-4 .Oth.er An.al E-enses., Costs of trai:ir"g to
maintain proficiency or maintenance/inspection to maintain
certification of the transportation systems. Included wollLd b:)
upkeep of material handling equipment and ]oad/of:ff.-1oad
fac:i 1 ities.

B-4.1.A.!...r.aft... Requi red annual. mai ntenance
inspection to maintain safety standards.

.4.2 Air.sh.i. Same as above. Examples include
helium replacement and/or envelope refurbishment.

B-4.3Train. Costs of maintaining rail network,

as well as rolling stock.
Bmn.ac4...._....... Costs of upkeep of vehicles and

maintenance of roads.

Group C 7. Fi."ed o lyCosts

C-1 Fuel. Self Explanatory.

C-2 Labor., The assumption a certain number of
qualified personnel will be on-the-payroll regardless of the
amount of time they are actually engaged in their primary
duties has been made. This category includes the salaries of
:rew., engineers, drivers, support personnel, and materia]
handlers for each system. An individual supporting any f.ancet
5 ,-, aterial transfer to the loading area through arr ival anid
of f-load at destination should be included, with two
e.ceptions. One, if people used for the mi^^ng/timber'ing
oper ation move the material to a loading area, they would lher.

f-, (.1]oded: .from this l abor cost data. Tw(), +~ tLhe o:ff---loadi
Wtpp} or t. o W /.I]. di er- i sit wIhether or not t.:.h i s c ;.p . cii tat 1 on was :. ,

pr ug)(r . !,, I.. woolt (: a. I o I:n, ex (-] ud ed. I n tbot., I Iases the,
s-~ Iar i es of these individuals are not dependent upon the

o'so
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tl al <;lior-tat i( l sy';~ti]l k!n (: vd

3 M i s c:. 1 a.r". u. . Parts f or the veh i. c e, oi ,
.uI:r :i. cants , etc.

Thi s c:onl: l udes the .a Cu]. c.a.c l at io... of Lst i ng data. I.-
:in.cludes the exli pense o+ acquiring the hardwar-., maintaiiig 1..lii.

right to use it (interest, in.surance, etc. ) , h avi;.ng t.he
facilities and .fuels to make it work, and the quata .ified
personrnel to run it. The next sect.ion will discuss cost.
computati ons.

Co mputaf._ :_ti-,o s

Hor 1y Oprati. ng Cst .his c:ost is derived usi ng
the data from above and the expected annual system use
expressed in hours.

0 (Total 6roup B I I of hours expected per year) + Total droup C hourly operating cost

Cost pe..ilomete.r-.. To determine this value, the
cost per hour must be known a].ong with the aver-age vehicle
c:r tt:i. se., speed ir knots.

Hourly operating cost / speed cost per kilometer / tons carried = cost per ton-kilometer

C-!t p.r Top n I. i. umet er. This Value is used ' .0
compare transportation system costs in the abstract. It.
provides a way to establish rough cost relationships between
systems when speci ic information is not available. A planner
could use this measure to eliminate all but two or three
systems from considerat, ion without further analysis. It is
derived from the cost per kilometer value and the vehicle's
inl .ended payl.oad.

Cost per kilometer/intended payload = cost per ton-kilometer

Tese cal ul at.i. ( cJ)n ompl ete the "costi ng'" mode] . Thi. ;
pa:ar t o:f the c.::ost./bene:i.f i t model i s the "gross' aia].ytj c i. L.oc. 1

t I. c. an pr-v)vi de some assessment of rel at i. Ve Cos 'L. wi tihout:
.ael all ed resource, tr anspor tat i on, or di stance i n format i (:,n.

Gilvlri the detailed information^ necessar'y, a re i e:^d ania.lys is1^
-. p co, .: .: i b]I. e LtS ilnyj the f .or mt.d as J.the next. sect.ion.

0
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This model will allow calculation of the gross profit k.ir
loss per trip and day. In addition to the cost per kilometr

value computed above, specific information corcerring the
location of an unexploited resource, its market value,
proximity to an already developed transportation
infrastructure, and the vehicle being evaluated is necessary.
As stated in the introduction to this chapter, the worst tza.e
for transportation efficiency has been assumed; therefore, all
vehicles will return empty from the off-load destination t., the
pickup point. This section will list the information required
for the computations and then the cal culations to obtain t he
values needed for benefit comparison.

Duration of work day:
Operation Efficiency: Transportable material per

unit time.
0 Value at market per ton of material:

D Veicl~epndet.-

Cost per- kilometer: Calculated above.
Payload: Given specification of vehicle.
Distance: Air, rail , or road ki ometers to

destination.
Average T ransit Time: Round trip plus on/off lond

t i res.

Cal cul at ons

Given the above information, the model can now be used to
help determine the relative benefit of each system. Usingj the
formulas below, cost per trip, profit(loss) per trip, and fleet
profit(loss) per day can be determined.

A. _. F it.(Loss)_ _ .er T p.

Cost per kilometer x distance in kilometers = cost per trip

Market value of material per trip - cost per trip profit(loss) per trip

.. "
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B Number of Trips per da.

Workday / (transit time + time waiting for sufficient load) trips per day

Profitlioss) per trip x trips per day profit(loss) per day per vehicle

L Profittloss) per day per vehicle x number of vehicles = gross profitlioss) per day

I SC.USO..N

As noted earlier, the model provides at least two decision
points. First, the "cost per ton-kilometer" value provides a
rough measure between systems in the absence of specific
information. Second, the benefit model allows decisions based
on projected profits or l.osses. Further, it car, also help
determine vehicle f].eet size. Once the profit, per vehicle is
determined, the final formula can be worked backwards to see
how many vehicles woLt. d be needed for a desired profit.

While I recognize this model will not provide the means to
do the most detailed analysis possible, it will provide a
method to determine relative system costs and benefits and
whether more extensive study is warranted. To translate the
narrative into a workable tool, I have included worksheets in
the appendix. Appendix 6 is the cost worksheet, the benefit
worksheet is at Appendix 7.

S. C• *•-
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.hapter Five:

BOLIVIAN APPLICATIONS

Clearly, the facts show the airship as a cost effective,
flexible transportation mode. This system is ideal for regions
wit.h little infrastructure development. As a country with
large undeveloped regions, it appears Bolivia could reap great
economic benefit from airships. However, the ultimate value to
Bolivia, or any other country, will have to be assessed in
relationship to the many pressing priorities of their
governments. Recognizing this limitation and, with the
possible applic ations of the dirigible in mind, lets look very
briefl.y at Bolivia's economic situation and potential for
future development.

ECONOMIC STITUAT ION

Extraction of its mineral wealth has been the basis of
Bolivia's economy for more than 400') years (3:33). Today the
mines are becoming less efficient at the same time world demand
for their- product is dec.lining. Bolivia is the world's fourth
largest producer of tin, but its cost of production is double
the world average (12:176; 17:56). Compounding the present
situation, there is an already pronounced trend by end-users to
subs.titute other materials for tin. For example, aluminum has
replaced the tin can in three quarters of the US beverage
market and is increasing its market share elsewhere (5: 145).
Similar trends are evident in the copper, tungsten, and zinc
markets (16: 165; 13:60; 15:15:3). These trends in the
traditional export markets seem t.o underscore the potential
value of diversifyir^g the economy. New discoveries of gold,irorn. 1i thi umn, ni ckel, phosphats si ]. veradua~ ~mhv

pur red clevel1 opmer't. i n..erest :i m mi nera] s niot previ o:usl y mined
S.27= ;1:-r,;7) .Moreover , these discoveries we.re made in the

unrdevel.oped , eastern part of the country (27: 1 4) . This
* .regionl, nearly devoid ci:of transportati on support, is one; i.n

whlli( mh a dirigible operati on would be opti mized. The airship
wou1 d a]low e:.pl oi tation without the enormous ex.,pense, in both
tiLme and money, of building roads, railroads, or airfields.

Another potent i. al mar-ket i s inl wood products. Acc::ord i ng
* tn: lhe US Depar.tment. of Commerce, ". . .global demand for"

. . .



industrial wood is being forecast to increase 50 percent
between now C19043 and the end of the century" (26:4-9).
Bolivia has vast areas of mahogany, cedar, and other trees
suited to the wood industry (21:4). With nearly 43 percent of
the total surface, about 180,000 square miles, covered by
excellent species of hardwoods, the potential for exploitation
is great (21:7). "Limited means of access...[has] delayed the

development of these riches" (21:7). The airship could solve
this problem. Further, since the Cyclo-Crane is being designed
specifically for timbering, this would be the "ideal"

environment in which to use it.

These are only a few of the potential markets in which a
flexible, low investment, transportation system could help.
While a complete discussion of all the possibilities is well
beyond the scope of this paper-, I would like to address oin'
possible application and its potential impact on several atiaq.

FOSS . ,LE SC.NA. O,

One potential scenario for airship use could link benefits
in the areas of resource development, economic diversification,
colonization, and transportation system expansion. This plan
could be effected by:

A. Airships would be used to establish and support a
forestry operation to diversify the economy and exploit a
resource in demand on the world market. These airships would
provide for the logistics needs of the workers, as well as
transportation of the felled trees to a shipping point.

B. As the forestry work cleared the land, people would be
encouraged to farm it. Again, the airships, rather tharn
returning empty from the timber off-load point, would carry
whatever supplies this new population required.

C. When the agricultural output warranted, the airsh~ips
would move crops to market. This would have a limited,
negative impact on timbering, but overall , positive impact fcwr
continued colonization.

D. After the region had proven its value through
eo't,,n:A ye agricultur'al and economic development, a traditional
transportation network would be constructed to service the
area.

E . At th is poi nt the aJ rsh ip operati, n wou].d be mowv.,d t.(o
- . hnelp devel op another area.

Admittedly oversimplified, this is one way an airship coperati n

36
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C. uAiI d pr(:)vi dle i mipur Lcant secA-3ndar y benef i t s-- -col on i at.kti on-i ind
t.. I. ,, t I - f J. ( at i (.:n. . Thil:: I as' i- hap ter w i I1 -itmima~r -, t hri
advantages dirigibles can offer developing COUrtries.
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Chapter Six

SUMMARY

I have shown the dirigible to a technically sound concept
proven in many studies and at least one actual test. The
economic advantages must be determined on a case-by-case basis,
but it appears clear it can generate significant savings over
traditional systems in some situations. I have listed several
of the advantages and the disadvantages below for review..

AV ANT AGES

Speed

The speed with which an airship operation can be started
as opposed to the time required to construct roads, railroads,
and airfields can allow a country to immediately begin

exploiting a potentially rich area when discovered. It is also
a significantly faster mode of travel than train or truck. It
increases this advantage further by its ability for direct,

line-of.sight, travel.

*Fl ex ibi I i ty.

The airship operates independently of surface conditions
8 (8:501). It can be transfer red quickly as regional markets are

proven and alternative transportation systems can be justified.

Lo ad

Heavier loads, fewer restrictions on size and bLuJlk, and
I ess 1 abor intensive mater i al handl i ng requi r-ements mean mor e
cargo, moved more easily with fewer people.

Cos t ...E f feci.qtivelne-ss

As high capacity, low investment vehicles, airships
maximize c:ost-profit ratios.

7 .r .9



Cat, alyst t.o Devel _.O.pment.

In a study of roles for airships in economic development,
it is stated, "...it has been amply demonstrated that
transportation is indispensable to economic development''
(7:496). As pointed out earlier, in this paper, the cost of
providing this transportation can be extremely high, in both
time and money, in the still developing areas of the world.
The dirigible can minimize these expenses.

Mirn.imum Investment

Relatively little capital is required to obtain and
operate an airship. Most of the expenses are in the vehicle
and are not "sunk" costs. This is not the case in road, rail,
or conventional air networks. All require large outlays in
fixed support, i.e., roads, railways, and runways. This means
they require large risk capital investment before a region has
proven its value.

DISADVANTAGES

The primary disadvantages of airships are lack of
availability or experience in their practical application.
Additionally, the lack of sponsors with willing risk capital to
invest has inhibited market development.

CONCLUSION.

The airship has returned as a feasible, cost effectiv -
transportation system and can do an important job. The
advantages are powerful arguments for taking the risk inherent
in any unproven system. They can offer developing countries aninexpensive, flexible, and capable method of transporting

minerals, timber, or crops in areas without traditional
infrastructure support. Even more important, they can
stimulate agricultural or industrial development a signific^at
distance from principal roads thereby unlocking the wealth of
the land for a nation. With world population and energy
demands increasing, countries need to obtain the maximum
benefit from their natural resources. Much of the potential
L:a -not be realized without extensive colonization of remote-

*areas. The airship can be the catalyst for this colonization.""

As a counltry with large quantities of untapped natural]
'esour ces in remote areas, Bolivia, in particular , could.-

*benefit greatly. The economy needs stimulating, and the
situation is optimized for airship-supported industry to be thlu.'
stimulus. On the surface the choice seems natural. The model
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in chapter five provi des the means to determine if detailed
* studies are warranted for Bolivia or other nations with similar

problems of resource accessibility.
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APPENDIX 2 -BOLIVIA:, DEMOGRAPHY (38,--)

* FPOPULAT ION
(Persons; per Square Kilometer)

0 1.9 19.6 19.3 .10.6
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APPENDIX 6 -COST CALCULATIONS

Type fVhce Number:

Costs:

Group A Group C
Vehicle(s) Fuel
Support Labor
Spares Misc

Total 1 3 Total E ___

Group B
Depreciation _ __

Interest
Insurance
Other___

Total 1___ 3_

*Us-e:.1 qpqifi-cati ons:

Hours/year ___- Avg Speed

Payload

Hourly._ pprtn~Css

Group B ___

* / Hours/Year
+ Group C ----------

-Hr Cost ___

Cost ,_per Kilometer:.

Hr Cost _____

/Avg Speed -

-Cost/ton-km

Cost P.9C-.LR=-Ki Iometer:

Cost per Km . ...
/Avg Payload -.... * ... ~ ......-- *

-Cost/Ton-Km_
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AFPENDIX 7 - BENEFIT CALCULATIONS

Ty. .of .. ehicle.: .. Number

REQUIRED INFORMATION

Operation Dependenti
Distance to off-load _

Workday
Production efficiency
in tons/hour
Value at market per
ton material

Vehicle Dependent:
Cost per km .

Payload
Avg Transit Time

COMPUTATIONS

Number of Trips .r Day
Workday

/ Time in transit and
waiting for a full
load -.-_

= Trips per day

Profit(loss) per Trip

Part A - Cost per trip S

Cost per km
x Distance

Cost per trip .....................

Part B - Value per trip
Market value per ton

x Load carried
= Value per trip
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APPENDIX 8 LIST OF COMP'ANIES

Aerolift, Inc. Helitrans, Inc.
4105 Blimp Boulevard 30 Vesey Street
Tillamook, OR 97141 New York, NY 1007

Airship Industries (UK) Ltd Magnus Aerospace Corporation
84-86 Baker Street 200 First Avenue, 2nd Floor
London W1H 1FA Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
United Kingdom KlS 286

Goodyear Aerospace Corporation Piasecki Aircraft Corporation
1800 Massillion Road Elmwood Avenue
Akron, OH 44310 East of Calcon Hook Road

Sharon, PA 19079
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